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Background

After four decades of evolution, successful development and increasing recognition as a 
development tool, microfinance has been hard hit by a series of crises that has led many critics 
to severely question the win–win rhetoric of “poverty alleviation with profit.” While some of 
these problems are inherent to any fast-growing sector, others, including the repayment crises 
observed in various Latin American countries and in Andra Pradesh in South India, clearly 
point to deeper dysfunctions in the microfinance industry. Furthermore, in line with its maturity 
process, the microfinance sector has gone through a number of important and inevitable 
structural changes which, per se, call for proper regulation and oversight. These developments 
include, in particular, the fast commercialization of the industry, the change from “credit only” 
activities to “deposit-taking microfinance institutions (MFIs),” and the entry of new actors and 
credit delivery mechanisms in the microfinance sector such as mobile banking.

While it is the absence (or near absence) of formal regulation that has long given 
microfinance the necessary flexibility to develop as a successful financial inclusion tool, this 
situation has changed gradually over the recent decades. Indeed, as the sector matures,   
appropriate regulation and supervision of microfinance is critically important in bringing the poor 
and vulnerable communities the financial services they need. In order to reach its full potential 
and further grow as a credible development tool, the microfinance industry must eventually 
be able to enter the area of licensed, prudentially supervised financial intermediation and Sri 
Lankan microfinance sector is no exception.

Evolution of the Micro Finance Industry

From a global perspective, the concept of microfinance is by no means a novel 
phenomenon. Informal Savings and credit institutions catering to the masses who are otherwise 
neglected by the formal financial institutions have operated for centuries which include the 
“susus” of Ghana, “chit funds” in India, “dhukuti” in Nepal, “tandas” in Mexico, “arisan” in 
Indonesia, “cheetu” in Sri Lanka, “tontines” in West Africa, and “pasanaku” in Bolivia, and 
numerous savings clubs and burial societies found all over the world.
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Though the history of microfinance dates back to early seventeenth century, the sector 
gained true momentum only after 1980’s when Grameen Bank Bangladesh and Bank Rakyat 
Indonesia (BRI) proved that small loans and savings can be provided profitably and generated 
worldwide interest and enthusiasm on the subject. 

In the years that followed, microfinance concept gained global acceptance as aid agencies, 
NGOs, and even for-profit MFIs began to establish operations in all corners of the developing 
world. By the mid-2000s, the euphoria surrounding microfinance had reached its peak. The 
UN declared 2005 the “Year of Microfinance” and Muhammad Yunus won the Nobel Peace 
Prize in 2006.

There has been a notable change in microfinance sector during the last three decades. 
The industry has grown exponentially, in terms of the number of clients as well as the number 
and type of providers and products.

The focus is no longer only on credit for investment in micro enterprises but on diverse 
types of financial services in the target market. Over the years, the discourse has shifted from 
micro credit to microfinance. The range of services can include not only micro credit but also 
savings, insurance, and money transfers to financial inclusion.

Widespread concern for financial inclusion is directing attention to the broader financial 
ecosystem and how to make financial markets work better for the poor. Policy makers have 
begun to address financial inclusion in their economic agendas with the belief that access to 
financial services affects economic growth and the overall stability of the system by improving 
the ability of consumers to access markets, monetize the values of products and services, pool  
the risk  and allow value storage. In furtherance of the above responsible finance  (delivery of 
retail financial services in a transparent, inclusive, and equitable fashion ) evolved as the best 
practice in microfinance with   emphasis on consumer protection and financial capability as 
important policy objectives, particularly in a context of new providers, more sophisticated 
products and technology-enabled delivery channels.

Along with the resurgence and the ongoing developments, the scope of microfinance has 
expanded dramatically. Responsible donors have shifted from providing funds for loan capital 
and operating subsidies to supporting the development of enabling environments, provision 
of information and financial infrastructure. Technology is enabling customer touch points to 
proliferate among nontraditional service providers. Technology drivers of financial inclusion are 
linked to innovations in mobile money, biometric identity systems, smart phones and wireless 
broad band Internet access making   operational modalities more holistic and broad-based to 
address constraints and taking advantage of opportunities in the financial ecosystem.

The microfinance industry in Sri Lanka dates back to early 1900s with the establishment 
of Thrift and Credit Co-operative Societies (TCCSs) under the Co-operative Societies Ordinance 
introduced by the British colonial administration. These societies fulfilled a wider role being 
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involved in procurement of inputs and distribution of products, a role which was eventually 
taken over by the multi- purpose co-operative societies (MPCs) which were originally established 
during the 1940s as Consumer Co-operative Societies and renamed Multi Purpose Co-operatives 
in the 1950s.

By the late 1970s, the network of TCCSs was weak and in decline which paved way for 
a revival of the movement which was initiated with the TCCSs being re-organized under a new 
name: SANASA. The SANASA TCCSs were member owned societies, grouped together as a 
Federation but coming under the purview of the Department of Co-operative Development. 
Parallel to the SANASA TCCSs were the MPCSs and their financial service arms, the Co- operative 
Rural Banks (CRBs). The MPCSs and CRBs also came under the purview of the Department of 
Co-operative Development.

Commencing from 1985 the Government established seventeen Regional Rural 
Development Banks (RRDBs) through an Act of Parliament. These institutions were given the 
task of reaching remote rural areas and smallholders who lacked access to financial services 
from commercial banks. A significant restructuring and re capitalization took place in 1998-
1999 and the RRDBs were consolidated into the six Regional Development Banks (RDBs). 
The six RDBs merged into one Development Bank in 2010 in a major restructuring initiative 
undertaken by the Government.

Throughout the post -colonial period, Government continued to play a key role in the 
delivery of microfinance services under various Government initiatives. During 1980s, with 
the enactment of Government’s Janasaviya Programme, microfinance, began to be widely 
recognized in Sri Lanka as a central tool for alleviating poverty and empowering the poor.

 
The Samurdhi Development Program which was introduced in 1995, replacing the previous 

Janasaviya Program, is the largest of these initiatives. The Program comprised of a savings and 
credit component administered through the network of over one thousand member-owned, 
Samurdhi Bank Societies (SBSs).By the early 1990s, the concept of Microfinance had embraced 
all sectors namely governmental, non-governmental and cooperative sectors. Establishment of 
the National Development Trust Fund (NDTF) which was formerly known as the Janasaviya Trust 
Fund (JTF) in 1991 as an apex lending institution could be commended as a another turning 
point in the MF sector in Sri Lanka. A more recent governmental initiative was the establishment 
of the ‘Lankaputhra’ bank also aimed at furthering the same initiatives.

Following the tsunami in 2004, there was an influx of foreign aid to the country, of which 
a substantial amount was channelled to the microfinance sector.  While many donors worked 
through established microfinance institutions, some funded the establishment of multi- sectorial 
livelihood programs which included microfinance components. These were largely unsustainable 
in the long-term and had some detrimental effects on the sector in the short term through their mix 
of grants and subsidized loans and the resulting damage done to the established credit culture.
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Until recently, for many commercial banks and finance companies, microfinance continued 
to be more a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) or image building activity. On the contrary, 
a recently emerging trend is the entry of commercial banks and registered finance companies 
and other large corporate entities into the microfinance business. With the enactment of the 
Finance Companies Act and with donors moving out of the Sri Lankan microfinance sector, 
funding became an issue, especially for NGO-MFIs, which were restricted by law from accepting 
public deposits and further restricted from obtaining off-shore debt and equity funding due to 
prevailing exchange control restrictions.

Formal, semiformal and informal institutions

In understanding microfinance regulation it is pertinent to note that MFIS are not just one 
entity but rather take several forms. As depicted in Table 1 below these can be classified into 
three major types: formal, semi-formal and informal institutions. Formal financial institutions are 
under prudential regulation. They have legislation/ regulated and licensed registration under 
which they operate while semiformal institutions have no legislation or are unregulated but are 
registered under an Act and informal institutions are unregistered and unregulated.

Table 1: Variety of Microfinance providers in Asia

Country Formal institutions Semiformal
Institutions

Informal institutions

Bangladesh

China

Indonesia

Commercial and specialized 
b a n k s ;  G r a m e e n  B a n k , 
cooperatives

Rural  credit  cooperat ives 
(RCCs). Some state-owned 
banks

Commercial bank like BRI’s Unit 
Desa system,
non-bank financial institutions 
like rural funds
and credit institutions (People’s 
Credit Banks:
BPRs or LDKPs), village credit 
institutions (Badan Kredit Desa, 
BKD) and savings and credit 
cooperatives

NGO -MFIs

Domestic 
NGOs, local
government 
initiatives

NGO-MFIs in 
four
forms: 
cooperatives,
Islamic lending
cooperatives
foundations,
community
banks(LPDs)

ROSCAs

ROSCAs, 
moneylenders,
relatives

ROSCAs and 
variants,
Self-help groups 
and
village banks, 
individual
money lenders, 
traders
and shopkeepers
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Country Formal institutions Semiformal
Institutions

Informal institutions

India Domestic commercial banks: 
public sector
banks, private sector banks, 
local area banks,
regional rural banks; societies, 
public trusts,
n o n - p r o f i t  c o m p a n i e s , 
cooperatives

NGOs Self-help groups

Nepal

Pakistan

Philippines

Commercial banks,
development banks,
finance companies, rural
microfinance banks

Commercial banks,
Microfinance institutions,
Khushhali Bank (KB)

Thrift and rural banks,
cooperative banks, credit
unions, and NGOs.

S a v i n g s  a n d 
credit
coope ra t i ve s , 
societies
and financial
i n t e r m e d i a r y 
NGOs

NGO-MFIs, rural
support programs
(RSPs)

NGOs

Self  help group, 
informal
savings and credit
o r g a n i s a t i o n s , 
money
lenders , traders , 
friends
and relatives

ROSCAs, loans from 
friends and relatives, 
money lenders and 
wholesa lers  and 
purchases on credit 
from shopkeepers/
agricultural-
i n p u t  d e a l e r s /
suppliers etc.

T r a d e r s ,  i n p u t -
suppliers,
money-lenders,
ROSCAs, and ASCAs

Sri Lanka Cooperatives, commercial
Banks ,  L icensed F inance 
C o m p a n i e s ,  L i c e n s e d 
Microfinance Companies.

NGOs Money lenders and
family members
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Country Formal institutions Semiformal
Institutions

Informal institutions

Thailand Specialised financial institution 
(Bank for
Agriculture and Agricultural 
Cooperatives,
BAAC), Commercial banks 
(including retail banks that target 
the SME sector), cooperatives.

NGOs M o n e y l e n d e r s , 
traders,
i npu t  supp l i e r s , 
friends,
and relatives

Vietnam Banks, including state-owned 
banks and shareholding banks; 
NBFIs; microfinance
institutions; cooperatives, 
including credit
cooperatives, people’s credit 
funds and
Coopera t i ve  banks .  The 
government uses the
VIETNAM Bank for the Poor 
to provide subsidized loans to 
poor
Households. It is regulated as a 
commercial bank with some key 
exceptions.

NGOs, 
government
programs

M o n e y l e n d e r s , 
ROSCAs,
relatives, friends

Sources CGAP: Microfinance Gateway

The Rationale of Regulation

A favourable policy environment is the prerequisite for the development of viable and 
sound financial institutions operating in an efficient financial system to serve the significant 
demand of various unbanked markets particularly in the instances when MFIs are permitted to 
accept deposits from the public

Financial services industry is the most heavily regulated industry due to the theoretical 
notion that financial sector is subject to market failures, which provides a rationale for 
government interventions in the form of regulation. This is often known as the public interest 
view of regulation. The most important market failures that provide a rationale for imposing 
regulation are the result of information asymmetries and externalities. The objectives of regulation 
are either directly targeted at removing these market failures by disclosure requirements that 
mitigate information problems or at alleviating negative consequences of market failures by 
protecting clients.
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Regulation can play a role in pushing the “access frontier” outward over time and thereby 
bring new clients into the formal financial sector . However, in a country with very little capacity 
of providers to push the access frontier, changes in regulation are likely to have only a limited 
impact. Regulation (and supervision) primarily supports the development and expansion of the 
core, that is, transactions between providers and clients as opposed to a market-creation role.

 
As highlighted by CGAP, financial authorities in most developing and transitional economies 

have put more emphasis on bringing formal financial services to the large numbers of the 
world’s poor who currently lack adequate access. For many, the question has been whether 
and how to regulate “microfinance”—a term that evokes a particular set of services, providers, 
and customers. But the question is now being posed in broader terms: what kind of regulation 
and supervision will help to achieve full financial inclusion through the extension of financial 
services to the billions of poor and low-income people who are presently excluded? Even more 
broadly, how should we regulate and supervise the financial system as a whole in a way that 
balances effective access, financial stability, and financial integrity?

The justifications for the regulation of the microfinance industry could be broadly discussed 
as follows:

a) Protection of Financial System and Small Depositors
 
In their pursuit of achieving financially sustainability, many nonprofit MFIs eventually 

transform themselves from credit-focused microfinance organizations to deposit-taking financial 
intermediaries which entail risk of maintaining equilibrium between profit Vs financial stability. 
This is particularly true in microfinance, where the use of cash as collateral remains limited and 
where default payments tend to be rapidly contagious when they arise. For this reason, most 
countries in the world have subjected their banking sectors to prudential regulation based on 
the “Basel Committee standards inter-alia to prevent a systemic failure of the financial system 
and protect depositors’ savings. While microfinance activities taken individually are not systemic 
as such, they can rapidly become so in saturated markets characterized by intense competition 
such as the repayment crisis that hit the state of Andra Pradesh in recent years.

b) Addressing the Consequences of Growth and Commercialization

Although competition is generally regarded to be a healthy economic process, in the case 
of microfinance, it has clearly happened too fast and—for many countries—in the absence of 
regulation and supervision.

 
The microfinance industry has grown, on average, by 40 per cent per year over the period 

2004–2008, accumulating total assets above US$60 billion and delivering unheard-of returns 
on assets ranging between 15 per cent and 30 per cent. Such impressive growth has been 
attributable to the fast commercialization of the industry, as more mature MFIs were looking 
for new sources of funding, greater outreach and “proper” returns for investors.
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While it is widely acknowledged that such massive penetration of private funding into 
MFIs has allowed microfinance to grow well beyond its ambit it should be emphasized  that  it 
had caused many MFIs  to align themselves  with the profit motives of their corporate investors 
rather than pro-poor outreach and poverty reduction directly  competing with  other credit 
institutions (mainly commercial consumer lenders with aggressive growth strategies). This in 
turn has led a number of microfinance institutions to neglect their double-bottom line objectives 
with clear negative impacts on asset quality.

In consequence of such intense profit-seeking behaviour, poor governance, and over 
stretched systems and controls, many newly transformed MFIs have largely overlooked credit 
discipline, which then rapidly translated into severe loan delinquency problems. This was 
particularly obvious in markets where intense competition led many low-income borrowers to 
take multiple loans, the size of which was not fit to their needs, nor to their repayment capacity 
.In many countries, this situation was made even worse by the fact that new entrants to the 
market typically ignored the credit delivery technologies that were successfully implemented by 
microfinance institutions in the past (e.g., solidarity group lending, village banking, compulsory 
saving techniques, etc.)

c) Consumer Protection

Despite its commitment to financial inclusion and poverty alleviation, the practice of 
microfinance has raised increasing concerns in terms of consumer protection. The rapid 
commercialization of the industry has largely contributed to this phenomenon (excessive focus 
on growth and returns instead of asset quality, misleading contractual information, excessive 
interest rates, etc.). Group lending technologies, which form the basis of many microfinance 
programs, have also led to severe abuses as a result of their peer pressure mechanism. Examples 
include aggressive loan collection techniques (e.g., daily harassment, public humiliation, social 
exclusion, etc.) as well as individual privacy issues. In this context, two main consumer-protection 
issues are currently the focus of attention of microfinance professionals and regulators. The first 
concerns abusive lending and collection practices. The second concerns “truth in lending,” i.e., 
the delivery of accurate, comparable, and transparent information about interest rates.

d) New Players and Delivery Channels

The diversity of players and products ( saving facilities, money transfer services, insurance)  
and credit/ payment delivery mechanisms have been upheld as a positive development of the 
Microfinance industry as new means are being introduced to better  meet their needs in a safer 
and more flexible way and – it is hoped – at a lower cost. Nonetheless, these  new products 
and services (such as mobile banking) are inherently associated with risk, and efforts to control 
the potentially negative side effects of these innovations have so far been limited.
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e) Preventing Fraud and Financial Crimes

Two types of concerns related to fraud and financial crimes predominate in connection 
with microfinance regulation: (a) concerns about securities and abusive investment arrangements 
such as pyramid/ponzi schemes, and (b) money laundering concerns. In many countries, the 
existing anti-fraud and financial crime regulation will be adequate to address abuse in the case 
of MFIs. Table 2 below summarizes the main regulatory objectives for financial services for the 
poor, the types and scope of regulation and examples of regulatory measures which could be 
adopted;

Table 2 Regulatory Objectives of Microfinance

Objective Main reasons
for including
Objective

Type and scope of 
regulation

Examples of
regulatory
measures

Promote   safe   and   
s o u n d  f i n a n c i a l 
service providers

Information problems 
in deposit and lending 
business and negative 
externalities affect 
safety and soundness 
of providers

Prudential regulation 
required only for 
deposit taking 
institutions

Capital, liquidity, 
and provisioning 
requirements; 
management 
and governance 
standards

Guard against 
systemic risk

Risk of contagion 
exists among 
providers caused by 
negative externalities 
both among deposit- 
taking institutions
and— to a lesser 
extent—among 
credit-only 
institutions

Systemic regulation 
mostly for deposit-
taking institutions

Lender of last resort; 
deposit insurance; 
payment system

Oversight

Establish a 
competitive market

Regulation can 
establish barriers to 
entry, and providers 
might benefit from 
market power 
when operating in 
unsaturated markets

Competition 
regulation
considering market  
power in certain 
locations and newly 
created entry
barriers

Mergers and 
acquisition,
inter operability, 
anti- cartel, and anti-
collusion rules
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Objective Main reasons
for including
Objective

Type and scope of 
regulation

Examples of
regulatory
measures

Protect consumers Negative 
consequences of
market failures may 
hurt loan and savings 
clients

Conduct of business
regulation for all 
types of financial 
institutions

Disclosure and 
fair treatment 
rules; recourse 
mechanisms

Improve access Transaction costs, 
information 
problems, and 
externalities as well 
as regulation itself 
are all reasons for 
lack of access

Enabling regulation 
for all types of 
financial institutions

Removal of existing 
barriers;adjusting 
norms to suit 
microfinance

Source: Lauer K. and S. Staschen (2012), p. 417

Selection of Regulatory Instruments

A prudential regulatory framework includes the law and the regulations or statutory 
instruments. The framework ensures that only sound institutions enter the market, that they are 
managed in a professional and sound manner, and that financial institutions and their clients are 
relatively insulated from the collapse or weaknesses of other financial institutions. The selection 
of regulatory instruments and tools for MFIs is not much different from that of traditional financial 
institutions. Most countries use a combination of quantitative and qualitative indicators to assess 
the soundness of MFIs.  Legal provisions usually permit entry into the market, smooth operation 
and an orderly exit, either voluntarily or by order of the regulatory authority. Yet even when the 
instruments are the same, the specifications for MFIs are different. The best-known example is 
the capital requirement for MFIs, which is generally much lower than for commercial banks. 
Most countries adopt a combination of quantitative and qualitative indicators to assess the 
soundness of the MFIs.  Since a comprehensive overview of all regulatory requirements are 
beyond the ambit of this study, the fundamental regulatory provisions which are at the core 
risk control of MFIs are discussed below:

a) Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR)

 Setting the MCR, which represents the lowest amount of currency that investors can 
bring to the equity base of a financial institution seeking a license is particularly complicated 
in case of microfinance . For instance, if the MCR is too high, many MFIs will be discouraged 
from entering the sector, and efforts to promote financial inclusion among poor communities 
will be severely constrained. On the contrary, a relatively lower  MCR ratio will enable almost 
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any deposit-taking institution to become eligible, challenging both the financial soundness of 
the system and its oversight capacity. Therefore ,emphasis should be placed by the regulators  
to opt for an MCR that will secure the resilience of the financial system while not discouraging 
micro-lending activity. 

b) Capital Adequacy Requirements (CAR)

In 1988, the first Basel Capital Accord was published, recommending a risk-weighted 
capital adequacy ratio (CAR) of 8% for all internationally active banks (Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision 1988). Since then, this ratio has gained worldwide acceptance as a minimum 
standard for all financial institutions. For MFIs, it is generally recommended to impose stricter 
capital adequacy requirements than for traditional banks. For instance CGAP lists a number of 
arguments both for and against imposing tighter CAR.

c) Asset Quality

For MFIs, the most important asset is their loan portfolio. Thus the classification of loans 
and the specification of provisioning requirements serve as important regulatory instruments. 
In general, provisioning requirements should be more conservative than for traditional banks, 
as micro loans have more frequent payment instalments than traditional loans.

d) Risk Concentration

Diversification of assets can reduce the overall risk of a financial institution. The most risky 
asset of an MFI is usually the loan portfolio. Restricting the loan exposure to single borrowers is 
a typical regulatory requirement for both traditional financial institutions and MFIs. Whereas a 
number of traditional banks in developing countries suffer from a high dependence on a small 
number of big borrowers, this is usually not the case for MFIs with a portfolio of many small loans.

e) Insider Lending

 Insider lending has been a serious problem among many financial institutions in developing 
countries. Due to the inherent conflict of interest of such loans, they usually belong to the 
least-earning assets. In some cases, loan conditions are much more favourable than for external 
loans, in other cases it is simply much easier for borrowers to have their loans rescheduled or 
even written off.

f) Reserve and Liquidity Requirements

Liquidity management undoubtedly becomes much more demanding when an MFI takes 
on savings business. A standard way of dealing with the liquidity risk of banks or MFIs is to 
prescribe a reserve or liquidity ratio. Yet high liquidity requirements come at a cost, as financial 
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institutions are forced to hold available resources as idle funds instead of investing them in 
earning assets. If the liquidity or reserve ratio is linked to the volume of deposits, this means that, 
the higher the ratio, the less the incentive an MFI has to mobilize deposits instead of accessing 
other sources of funds such as commercial borrowings.

g) Ownership Concentration

Another standard regulatory provision for all types of financial institutions is the stipulation 
of a maximum percentage of capital that can be held by a single owner. The rationale for such 
a requirement is to prevent a concentration of ownership, which could enable a single owner 
to take major policy decisions in his/her own interest without having to consult anyone else. 
Furthermore, the presence of a minimum number of owners facilitates a balanced representation 
of interests, which is particularly important for MFIs who face the potentially conflicting objectives 
of poverty alleviation and profit maximization. 

Selection of the Regulatory Structures for Microfinance 
Institutions

As to the selection of appropriate regulatory structure, regulators have come up with 
a multitude of solutions in different countries. In general, however, it is considered that non-
depository MFIs should not be subject to prudential regulation, unless the nature of their activities 
prescribes otherwise. Indeed, credit-only MFIs generally present less risk for the financial system 
and, considering the large amount of small MFIs, it would simply be impossible and too costly 
to oversee the whole industry. All MFIs should nonetheless be subject to basic consumer 
protection measures, although not necessarily in a regulatory way. Soft legislation may be more 
appropriate, especially for very small institutions.

The fundamental debate  whether to amend existing regulations or create a new regulatory 
framework for Microfinance led many regulators and microfinance professionals to carefully 
assess the specific institutional, prudential, operational and market risks attached to micro 
lending—compared to other standard banking activity. While these sometimes differ significantly 
from conventional banking, it is generally considered that incorporation of microfinance rules 
within the existing regulatory framework will increase the likelihood that the regulatory changes 
are properly harmonized with the existing regulatory landscape, including, where relevant, 
international standards. Moreover, adjusting existing rules or standards may be technically 
easier—and cheaper—and may limit the risk of regulatory gaps and/or arbitrage. Such a “risk- 
based” approach has also led many regulators to focus more on regulating microfinance as a 
set of activities rather than as a set of institutions. The underlying principle to this approach is 
well-known: “same activity, same risks, same rules”.

On the other hand, adjusting prudential and non-prudential regulation to the specific 
risks of microfinance is perhaps the most challenging task facing policy-makers when regulating 
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microfinance activities. 
Discussed below are some of the commonly adopted regulatory structures that 

distinguishes regulation and supervision of MFIs across the globe. 

a) No Regulation

Based on the fact that microfinance has evolved outside the purview of a regulatory 
framework, the industry has been free to innovate and develop non-traditional approaches 
to providing financial services. In some countries, as the local microfinance industry matures, 
MFIs have established associations or interest groups to initiate a formalization process aimed 
at defining best practices and industry standards.

b) Self-Regulation

Self- regulation occurs where the industry develops its own supervisory and   governance 
bodies without recourse to the government. This approach has been historically  adopted by 
credit cooperatives and widely applied in countries with an active cooperative movement. 
In some countries, association of MFIs has initiated a policy dialogue with the government 
as a first step towards educating regulators, establishing industry performance standards and 
defining an appropriate regulatory approach. This lack of government intervention can lead 
to reliability problems such as lack of depositor protection and even safe-guarding of financial 
system. Nevertheless NGO styled semi-formal  MFIs are self-regulated in Philippines while 
informal institutions  like ROSCAS have a built in system of self-regulation which have over the 
years proved to be satisfactory and sustainable.  

c) Existing law

Accommodating regulation of microfinance under existing law is possible in context where 
providers of financial services to the poor are commercial banks and larger MFIs. Depending 
on the flexibility of the banking law, it might be possible to also integrate deposit-taking MFIs 
under the same law with some amendments. This is easiest if the specific prudential standards for 
microfinance are prescribed in the secondary legislation as opposed to the primary legislation. 
There are cases where more mature MFIs emerge as regulated entities as a commercial bank 
or a finance company under existing regulatory guidelines as commonly evidenced in Bolivia, 
Columbia and Kenya.  On the other hand many Asian countries (like Bangladesh, Nepal, 
Philippines and Thailand have an existing banking law or Financial institutions Act that is 
extended to cover the MFIs.  

d) Special law

 Various countries have promulgated a separate law for microfinance and a few have 
instead adopted regulations, (ie secondary legislation) for microfinance. Although this permits 
the law to be tailored to the specific risk profile of microfinance, harmonization with the existing 
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framework for banks is more challenging.  The disadvantage of the special law approach is that 
attention becomes focused on model building and MFI development rather than prudential 
regulation. Special regulation may also lead to increased costs of supervision and political 
interference and political arbitrage.

e) Exemption under the existing law:

With this approach, MFIs are exempted from the banking law as long as they comply with 
certain conditions which define the specific regulatory measures applicable to MFIs

 
f) Tiered Approach:

A tiered approach allows different financial service providers under different institutional 
forms, each with different permitted activities and subject to different regulatory standards. The 
different tiers could be defined in a single piece of legislation or in separate legislative acts. 
The advantage of such an approach is that the intensity of oversight varies with the risks posed 
by different providers, and providers can graduate from one tier to the next in line with their 
stage of development. 

Choice of MFI Regulators

MFI regulators can be divided into two groups: (i) regulated and supervised by central bank, 
and (ii) regulated and supervised by other government bodies or apex bodies. In this regard it 
is pertinent to note that in most instances, central bank is the most common MFI regulator. It 
may help in developing a suitable financial infrastructure for MFIs, their capacity development 
and  rationalizing  directed  credit  programs  while  other  government  line  agencies  may 
administer registration and related issues such as permission to operate, fees registration, etc., 
In the context of Sri Lanka, Cooperatives hold a large share in MFI industry whose regulation 
is with the Cooperative Development Department in Sri Lanka.
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A summary of the regulatory framework in several Asian Countries is set out in Table 3 
below, 

Table 3: Microfinance regulation and supervision in Asia

Country Registration Administrator 
for 

registration and 
other

related issue

Regulator Supervision
method

Bangladesh All NGOs/MFIs
Companies Act 1994,
Bank Companies Act
1991,Societies
Reg i s t ra t ion  Ac t 
1860,
Section 28 –
Association Not for
Profit - of CA,
Securities and
Exchange
Commission, NGO
Affairs Bureau, The 
foreign Donations
(Voluntary Activities
Regulations
Ordinance, 1978
PKSF rules and
regulations).

Registrar of
Cooperative So-
cieties.

NGO-MFIs:
Central Bank’s
Microfinance
Research and
Reference Unit.

Off-site and
on site
inspection
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Country Registration Administrator 
for 

registration and 
other

related issue

Regulator Supervision
method

China 1995 Commercial
Banking Law, 997
Regulations for the
Management of Rural
Credit Cooperatives,
Regulations for the
Management of
County Level Rural
Credit Cooperatives
Union, Provisional
Management Rules
for Rural Credit
Cooperatives at
Provincial, Municipal
Directly Under the
Central Government
and Autonomous
Regional Level.

Operation permit
g r a n t e d  f r o m 
Banking
Supervision and
Management Bu-
reaus
then register with
Industrial &
Commercial
Adminis t rat ion 
Authority
for license and the 
legal
form requires min-
imum
of 500 members.

RCCs: China
Banking
Regulatory
Commission,
Department of
Cooperative
Finance
supervises

Random on-
site and off-
site
inspections
from the
CBRC. Each
RCCs’
internal
Board of
Supervisors
monitor

Indonesia Banking Law of 1992. Bank Indonesia Bank
Indonesia (rural
banks and
village credit
institutions,
provincial
government
LDKP).

Off-site and
on-site
inspection
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Country Registration Administrator 
for 

registration and 
other

related issue

Regulator Supervision
method

India Andhra Pradesh
Mutually Aided
Cooperative Socie-
ties
Act 1995, Societies
Reg i s t ra t ion  Ac t 
1860.

State and National
Credit Coopera-
tives:
Reserve Bank of 
India
& Central Regis-
trar
r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
NGOs and
MACS –state
government, fees
determined by the 
state
government.

Central bank
(RBI)

Off site and
on-site
inspection

Nepal Bank and Finance
Ordinance 2004,
Financial Intermedi-
ary
Societies Act 1995,
Coopera t ive  Act 
1992.

NGOs: Ministry of
Home Affairs, and
annual renewal
registration fee of
US$1.36,
Coope ra t i ve s : 
Ministry
of Agriculture.

MFIs: Central
bank

Central bank
conducts
inspection ,
no on-site
inspection
mandated

Pakistan Microfinance
Inst i tut ions Ordi -
nance
2001
NGOs: Societies
Reg i s t ra t ion  Ac t 
1860,
The Voluntary Social
Welfare Agency, the
Trust Act 1882 or
unregistered
Cooperatives are
under Cooperative
Societies Act 1992

MFIs: public lim-
ited
company, admin-
istered
by central bank.

Central bank On-site and
off-site
inspection
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Country Registration Administrator 
for 

registration and 
other

related issue

Regulator Supervision
method

Philippines Rura l  Banks  Ac t 
1992,
Thrift Banks Act, Law
on Trusts and Non-
Profit Foundations,
cooperatives code
1990

NGO-MFIs:
Registration with
Securities and
Exchange Com-
mission,
central bank or
Cooperative
Development Au-
thority,
cooperatives:
Cooperative
Development Au-
thority,
l ega l  f o rm  o f 
NGOs:
corporate, non 
profit or
cooperative

Central Bank
and Securities
and Exchange
Commission

On-site and
offsite review.
NGO-MFIs:
PCFC
Delegated
supervision
Other: MFI
networks
monitor
observance
of standards

Sri Lanka * Cooperative Socie-
ties
Law and Rules,
Companies Act, No.
7 of 2007 Voluntary
Social Service
Organizations Act of
1980

NGOs: Social Ser-
vice
Department,
Cooperatives: The
Registrar and
Commissioner of
Cooperative
Development, le-
gal
form of NGOs 
can be
private or non 
profit
Organization

Cooperative
Development
D e p a r t m e n t 
and
for NGOs the
central bank.

Cooperatives:
onsite and
off-site
inspection
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Country Registration Administrator 
for 

registration and 
other

related issue

Regulator Supervision
method

Thailand Cooperatives: The
Cooperative Socie-
ties
Act B.E. 2511 (1968)
Regulation on the
establishment of
Savings and Credit
Cooperatives in
communities B.E.
2521
BAAC: The Bank for
Agriculture and
Agricultural
Cooperatives Act,
B.E.2509, 1966

BAAC: Ministry of
Finance

BAAC: Ministry
of Finance and
Cooperatives:
Ministry of
National
Development,
supervised by
Registrar

Cooperatives:
Inspection by
registrar

Vietnam Decree on
Organization and
Formation of
Microfinance
Institutions in Viet-
nam
(2004), Law on the
State Bank of Viet-
nam
(1998)Law on credit
Institutions(1997)

The legal form of 
MFIs:
NGOs or com-
pany,
upon acceptance 
of
application the li-
cense
is issued in 90 
days.

State Bank of
Vietnam
regulates and
supervises

MFIs: off-site
and on-site
supervision
done at
branch or
sub-branch
level.

Source: CGAP Microfinance Gateway. http://www.microfinancegateway.org/resource_centers/reg_sup

Note: The position relating to Sri Lanka has changed with the enactment of the Microfinance 
Act No 6 at 2016 under the provisions of the Act, Microfinance companies licensed under the 
Act will be directly regulated by the Monetory Board of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka while 
the registration of the microfinance non-Governmental organization registered under the 
Voluntary Social Service Organizations Act No 31 of 1980 ( VSSO Act) will be undertaken by 
the Registrar of VSSO.
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Conclusions And Policy Implications

a) Achievement of Objectives

In conclusion it should be emphasized that the fundamental purpose of financial regulation 
is to maintain the safety and soundness of financial institutions that take deposits from the 
public. However considering that the MF sector in Sri Lanka is miniscule as a proportion of 
the financial sector which is dominated by the banking sector, the failure of even the largest 
MFI would not have any impact on the financial sector. Therefore, having this as an objective 
for regulating the MF sector is questionable. Nevertheless the sociopolitical impact is clearly 
beyond debate and dispute.

With regard to the objective of safeguarding depositors’ savings, the Act proposes to 
establish and maintain a Deposit Protection Fund for the purpose of securing deposits. However, 
existing MFIs in Sri Lanka hardly accept non-members’ savings. It is also not sure whether a 
significant number of non-members will save in the MFIs since the country has a sound formal 
banking sector.

Economists argue that free market creates competition. However, there are a number of 
strategies that can be used to promote competition rather than only regulating the industry. 
The requirement for all entities carrying on microfinance to obtain a license, however, is likely 
to result in fewer players in operation for a number of reasons. Fewer players will mean less 
competition. The licensing criteria will act as barriers to entry, thereby reducing the (potential) 
number of participants in the sector. Firstly, MFIs have to meet the higher capital requirements. 
Further , it may be concluded that regulation would serve to impede donor flows and more 
likely to restrain the MF sector than to encourage its growth.

With regard to  investor protection initiatives to be achieved through the regulation of the 
MF sector, it should be noted that   ensuring that public resources and donor funds are used 
effectively and for the purpose for which they were intended, is not directly addressed in the Act.

Achieving integrity and credibility is possible through the licensing process stipulated in 
the Act. It should be noted that licensing implies that the supervisory authority is vouching for 
or is prepared to assume the responsibility for the financial soundness of the regulated financial 
institution which the public may be dealing with, enhancing confidence in the MF sector.

Apart from the above, cost benefit analysis of supervision is also worthy of scrutiny. Costs 
of regulation of MFIs, considering the size of MFIs operating in the sector, will be significant in 
comparison to the banking sector. According to the 2016 Act, MFIs would have to incur the 
following expenditure to be in compliance with the provisions of the draft Act;

•	 Costs associated with obtaining the license and the annual license fee
•	 Costs of converting into a limited company
•	 Costs of performing an annual audit by qualified auditor.
•	 Costs of registering MF units as separate legal entities
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•	 Costs,  in  terms  of  time,  effort  and  resources,  associated  with  meeting  the  
reporting requirements of publication and prudential reports.

•	 Opportunity cost of having to hold liquid non-interest earning assets in order to 
comply with the liquid assets ratio

•	 Costs related to upgrading of management information systems.

As repeatedly mentioned, an increase in costs in a sector whose financial performance 
is already poor will most likely result in the closure of MFIs. On the other hand, CBSL will also 
incur costs in supervising the sector, especially taking into consideration the geographical 
dispersion of MFIs. Since the 2016 Act proposes to recover the supervising expenses from 
licensed MFIs, ultimately, it will increase the costs of credit to the poor who are the bulk of the 
customers of MFIs. Then it would obviously be charged to the borrower which will negate the 
poverty alleviation strategy.

b) The Way Forward – Recommendations and Policy Initiatives

Notwithstanding the concerns highlighted above ,it should be noted that  Microfinance 
as an industry can never reach its full potential until the industry is regulated Some of the 
prerequisites of such operationalization of the proposed regulation  both from an operational 
and policy point of view could be illustrated below:

•	 Regulators need to weigh the potential costs of regulation and supervision, 
including the potential unintended consequences of regulation, in particular with 
regard to innovation and competition. Regarding supervision, adequate oversight 
mechanisms are critical for the proper framing of microfinance activity, but, like 
regulation, these measures have costs, both for public authorities and MFIs. Such 
costs must be realistically estimated and sustainable supervisory mechanism should 
be operational prior to embarking on major regulatory initiatives and reforms.

•	 The minimum capital requirement to establish a licensed MFI need to be lowered to 
promote compliance of the legislation by more informal players thereby promoting 
the true objective of microfinance.

•	 MFI regulation should be flexible and simple. Some of the regulations in the Act  
including maximum  rates  of interest  payable to  depositors,  maximum  rates  
of interest that may be charged for loans, the nature and amount of the security 
required for granting loans may affect the sustainability of these institutions. If the 
MFI cannot cover these costs within the interest rate ceiling, an alternative is to 
drop their MF clients.

•	 The lack of information is also a consequence of the lack of modern technology 
in a large proportion of microfinance providers most member- based societies 
operating at ground root level almost entirely lack access to modern communication 
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technologies (email, internet facilities).  Together with the lack of language skills 
among staff this represents an important barrier to best practice dissemination 
within the sector which needs the attention of the policy makers.

•	 Appointing a person or persons as the Agent of the Director (the relevant authority 
for supervision) should be carefully evaluated because it creates certain problems 
in the MF sector such as politicization.

•	 Since majority of the microfinance practitioners do not have an adequate mechanism 
in place   to   monitor   the   financial   performance   of   the   micro   finance   
activities, comprehensive performance monitoring should be addressed as a vital 
ingredient   for the achievement of long term sustainability which needs to be 
addressed by the policy makers.

•	 The regulatory framework should allow the existing financial institutions (commercial 
banks, finance companies etc.) to offer MF services.

•	 Regulatory framework should allow foreign ownership or maximum shareholder 
percentages since most of the MF investment come from transforming NGOs.

•	 Training and capacity building of Supervisory staff at both ends (the regulator 
and the regulated) would be pertinent in order to deal effectively with MFIs since 
supervision of MF is different from the supervision of commercial banks. Some 
techniques and skills are different from those employed to supervise commercial 
banks since standard accountancy and audit techniques may not be suitable for 
bookkeeping and auditing MFIs.

•	 In terms of governance, portfolio management, human resource management 
and financial performance monitoring, standard international practices are not 
observed in the case of a large majority of the microfinance providers. Policy 
makers should focus on creating the right incentives for the adoption of such best 
practices. Interference of political interests in the appointments of Directors and 
senior management and in the day to day management of MFIs can endanger 
their viability. This   is particularly applicable in the case of government owned/
controlled microfinance providers.
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